Intelligent Leads

An unmatched view of the market.
Make it your own
Instantly display relevant information
with the most visual, results-focused
platform available. Design the
dashboard to fit your operations with
easy drag and drop.

Plan with precision
Stay alert to project, company and
competitor activity, so you can gain a
competitive edge. Harness powerful
notification tools, including company
activity alerts.

Discover best opportunities
Identify projects that mean the most to
your business, so you can target highvalue opportunities. Uncover potential
projects through fully-searchable plans,
specs and schedules.

Intelligent Leads on the Insight platform gives you a uniquely clear
view ofconstruction project opportunities. With intuitive filtering
tools, dynamic search results and powerful alert options, finding the
best target projects and companies has never been easier!
Intelligent Leads puts valuable information at your fingertips. Fully
searchable plans, specs and schedules options help you find projects
you might otherwise miss. Our exclusive RSMeans-powered Material
Demand gives you insight into best project opportunities, so you can
concentrate on projects that mean the most to your bottom line. And
for the first time ever, you can access the complete U.S. and Canada
database with just one login.
With a completely new ability to access, prioritize, plan, share and
act upon the most profitable projects, Intelligent Leads delivers
visibility into opportunities that fit your business like never before.

Why choose ConstructConnect?
ConstructConnect is the only data
provider with national U.S. coverage
and the strongest Canadian coverage
available. We are also an Innovation
Partner of the AIA, which means we
track more private projects from the
earliest information sources—owners
and architects.
We fully digitize all documents,
including plans and specifications,
giving you access to product
needs much earlier in the project
cycle. From our dedicated source
specialists for the latest extraction
technologies, ConstructConnect
uses all possible resources to give
you the most accurate, dependable
project information available.

Interested in learning more?

Visit ConstructConnect.com
800.424.3996
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